Department of Pediatrics Annual Research Awards 2015

Each year the Department will recognize one of its members in an area of *clinical* research and one member in an area of *basic* research for her/his scientific achievement in the past year. Typically, this achievement will be a peer-reviewed publication, but other achievements may be recognized if they can be demonstrated to be pertinent to advancing biomedical research.

*All* members (including “teams”) of the Department (UTL, MCL, NTL, CE) are eligible for consideration.

Nominators are asked to provide the following information in a 1/2 page memo.

   a) Name of the nominee
   b) Name the achievement made in the time period corresponding to April of previous year through March of current year.
   c) Describe the significance of the achievement to the advancement of biomedical research.

Please send to nomination for:
   • Clinical Research to Gary Shaw at gmshaw@stanford.edu
   • Basic Research to Mark Kay at markay@stanford.edu